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“It’s True, It’s True: You Deserve a Thank You.”
So, please, give yourself one

Singing The Same Old Song
I usually have to concoct one of those forced explanations that reads like the liner notes
to MTX’s Big Black Bugs Bleed Black Blood when I start one of these things. Dr. Frank – as
usual – captured that nerdy desire to offer a footnote that explains everything that came
before the thing that was before the other thing that you might already know about. This
idea that we could somehow offer a Grant Morrision style “super-context” that would not
only offer insight, but some sort of entry-point, is ground zero for this idea that doesn’t
require all 20 years of the backstory. (Not that you would find it relevant, even.)
The reason I try to write any of it down is, in fact, a sort of epistolary novel more than the
post-DIY content-sink that it appears to be, and why I keep doing it has transformed into a
necessity in light of no other competing theories as to what drives this engine. In the same
way that few will ever see these words as the purple ink mess that was etched into a Target
Brand wide ruled composition book purchased by Suzanne, hopefully this final presentation
conveys some of the clumsy metaphors I came up with in that notebook, and with any luck,
tells the story on both sides of the equation. But even my crude asterisks and glosses on the
previous glosses can only offer so much. Instead, let me jump in my parody of a “previously
on” montage, with Hurly filling you into the parts you may have missed.
<insert flashback-indicating meta-characters and symbolism here>
In the last quarter of the last century I was born on the side of a mountain, just after
lunch. My father was, among many goals and aspirations, a hunter and jack-of-all-trades
who understood the country better than the city. My mother was a nomadic wanderer who
played music to make her way, and followed the coastline with the seasons and her
moods. How, specifically, they met is a bit of a mystery, as I understand it. Mutual
acquaintances, I'm sure, trading goods, services, drugs, food, all for this and that. Their
paths crossed somewhere in Jefferson, and it wasn’t long before romance was in the
air. They settled into a trailer they could take on the road, and would put to use their skills
to make their way in the world. Beneath the stars and above the forests of that great
country, they told each other stories and conceived their four children as if it was all part of
some grand plan they devised many ages ago, in spite of all other available evidence.
Our family was, to a fault, normal. We presented as white trash, but were well-off enough
to have plenty of time to contemplate the true poverty around us. For years we ruined each
other’s birthdays and Christmases, ran away from home, jumped ditches on our bikes,
argued over cartoons, made our parents cry, and experienced the greatest joys imaginable, all
together, and just as often, separately. It was really so mundane as to be largely forgettable,
if I’m very honest. I dreamed. I fought. I failed. I imagined a world where I had more
agency, where I was in control, and not just subject to schools and jobs and these systems
that seemed arbitrary and pointless. I dreamed, and dreamed, and life, somehow, went on.
There were cracks in the foundation, to be sure. Any careful reader of our family’s
structure could tell that their views on magic use were at the center of their inevitable split,
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but it wasn’t the magic, or people who supported it, or even used it, that was the issue at
hand. Rather, it represented an unspeakable difference between the heads of this household,
the conversations they never had, the assumptions they both made about each other, the
notion that there are some things within us that we have trouble talking about. Magic
stepped in for everything that felt difficult and complicated to my family, and became the
slavery to our personal Civil War. In a way, their differences now seem so fundamental that
it is easy to retcon the whole thing and claim it was inevitable. Pretty soon my parents could
no longer pretend to ignore the things that drove each of them crazy, and the role of magic
in our house was the subject of their ensuing, meaningless arguments.
Ironically, neither of them approached the situation with any adult perspectives. I mean,
they had us when they were just kids, really. They each moved on, and each found new
partners, who then stood in as something to get really angry about. Rather than merely
supporting it publicly, my mother immediately began practicing magic openly, in spite of the
way she was treated. Meanwhile, my father went on to build a new normal family elsewhere.
While we children watched this, the betrayal began to set in. How dare they mutiny like
this? When we were, condescendingly, asked where we wanted to live during their
separation, it was very easy to feel as if the battle had been lost. My siblings – so much
younger than me – played a full-sized version of Pong between our parents’ houses, while I
used the chaos and my eldest-son-ingenuity to duck out of their lives entirely.
I’ve only really checked it periodically ever since, for my own sake as much as theirs.
The years that followed were somewhat uneventful for me, if I wanted to really paint a
realistic picture. As a teen I made every imaginable mistake that we are so uniquely adept at:
falling in love, living with roommates, working terrible jobs, discovering drugs, starting
bands, and I even found time to digest a novel or two, between masturbating fervently and
drinking too much. But, more than anything, I listened to music.
“Green” barely covers the breadth and scope of my ineptitude in those days, but “naïve”
fails to embody the idiocy in my every utterance and gesticulation as a youth. “Unsophisticated” does not do it any justice either, and yet it was all of this, and awkward, too,
coated in inadequacy and self-image issues. If you could look past the affectations there was
curiosity and – humblebrag – compassion, but I never understood things like context or
measured thoughtfulness. This was a few years away from comporting myself with any kind
of ease or dignity around others. Always, too much, too forward, too speak-my-mind-at-allcosts, too turn-up-the-stereo, and I will prove, motherfucker, that KARP is the most
important band of the ‘90’s, end of cocking story.
Subtlety was anathema. Thoughtfulness, decades away still.
But in many ways, it was time well spent. What I could not have known then is that there
was magic between the grooves. I took it in and studied it and grew to understand it’s
power. And through sigil inscriptions I focused enough energy to initiate myself into it all,
and spent much of that time in the ‘90’s unlocking the secrets of ‘zines & comics. It was a
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way to affect some control over this boring world, where nothing important seemed to
happen. As I wrote more elaborate spells, I found new ways I was able to present myself in
public. I started putting them to paper, collecting them, spreading them. It wasn’t long
before I’d amassed a good collection, and began to use it in spite of my completely
untutored background. I was unfocused, using it to find dates, get laid, look cool in a bar at
a show, or dodge the rain while commuting. My life, a wasted series of parties and yelling
about the importance of Nation of Ulysses, no, really, I mean it. So very young.
Well, at least it was the Nation and not some of the other bullshit I swore by back then.
It was at one of these very same parties where I consumed a dried date that I split with
my friend Kelly, and not by intention. It was the kind of reckless thing you do at a party on
Halloween, just after a really great night. 1999. I’d almost spent the entire year avoiding the
eponymous song by Prince, a dare The Ramen City Kid and I entered into. I’d gotten my
arm around a girl earlier who seemed to dig me, and I was sure I could get back to the store
in time to grab a six pack, put on a record, and… and…
bam!
It’s 2010. I’ve woken up in the future. Something in that date, mixed with all the magic
I’d been failing to practice with any skill, skipped me forward into a strange and foreboding
time, full of vape pens and Siri and legal weed and open homosexuality, and I’m still trying
to come to terms with how many bad …And You Will Know Us By The Trail of Dead
albums there have been in that time. What had happened to this world?
It was a bit of a mindfuck, and a story I still haven’t managed to tell completely. Yet.
There’s only so much crying over anomalous time slips you can do, so like anyone in
situations like this, I did my best to re-integrate. To make a long story short – which was
chronicled in a tiny more detail our previous publication – I have found myself performing a
bit of accidental detective work, and discovered I was particularly suited for the pastime.
After my disastrous turn at working in offices and restaurants, it makes the most sense to
work for myself in my own office, and be my own boss.
A spell here and a few perceptive deductions have continued to yield results, enough so
that I decided to run with this new persona for the time being, for lack of anything else
going on at the moment. I already felt like I was wandering in a world I barely understand,
so spending my time performing a close reading of every situation can only be useful, in a
way. To frame it as detective work not only offered others a skill I could monetize, but gave
myself a much more interesting way to pass the time, and feel like I figured something out. I
took on an office manager (Suzanne) and put up a few ads. As with any job you care about,
I mostly worried about paying my bills, and worked on new ways I could generate revenue.
The realities of everyday life in 2016 have started to become so mundane we often don’t
notice we’re wearing them. I dove head on, integrating into the modern age, that I didn’t
realize it was just as much a coping mechanism as it was when I used to make ‘zines in the
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‘90’s. But magic takes a toll, to be sure. I’ve become someone who has the memories of this
other life before the time-jump, but I’m certainly not that person by a long shot. In a way,
this lines up with what it was like for when I left “my family.” How terrifying is it to be
released into a world world with condoms and actual violence and repercussions when you
didn’t pay your rent on time? How can any family let their children go through that? Even
then, writing ‘zines was also therapy, but my particular brand of Holmes was certainly
lacking a Dr. Watson to chronicle these events.
It was clear to me now that, my own adventures, if for nothing more than to sate my own
feverish self-interest, needed to be put to paper.
The horror of waiting for some new way to make money has finally taken the place of
going to an infuriating job every day, and as I find new ways to pass the time between paying
clients, I actually find myself smiling for the first time in years. It’s clear that writing things
down was the problem the whole time, or rather, that I’d lost so much time not writing that
there is a new urgency to the problem that seems to require a sort of hyper-drive behavior
when it comes to getting behind the keyboard. It took even longer than I’d like to admit for
me to hit upon the idea of documenting all of this. The folly of young… or, rather, of last
week…
In the future these overwrought explanations will, hopefully, be replaced with
correspondence, or perhaps something else more interesting, when it occurs to me. But,
until then, we can continue to have this little back and forth in the beginnings of these
volumes from time to time, and my solemn promise is that I will bend over backwards in an
effort to make it entertaining, keep you up to date, or at least, provide you with plenty to
read.
Swear to C. Auguste Dupin.
- Austin Rich /
Dexter Roland, 2016

Listen Carefully
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The Punk & The Grandfather:
The Value of Teenage Angst.
It’s probably not surprising that I keep re-discovering
Quadrophenia, as if at each stage in my life there are new
insights to be gained that reward you over and over again.
There is a sort of parallel in the story of Jimmy – coming out
of his drug haze to consider who he really is – and my own
completely improbably experiences losing 10 years that seems
more than accidental. But I have to wonder if that is actually
personal, something that only connects with me in my own strange circumstances, or if the
metaphor is just that powerful that it cuts across the very heart of what it means to be a
teenager – to be alive! – and to have so much of your future directed by those impulses.
Before any of us were cool, before any of us had ever tuned a radio to hear a song that we
loved, before MTV told us what to love, before we read about anything in a cheaply copied
fanzine, before any montage of our young selves shown primping and preening in front of a
mirror, before The Ramones and Nirvana and the very idea of Loud Rock Music, there was
The Who. Four guys bound by their endless energy, their destructive tendencies, their
eternal teenaged-ness, their desire for louderfastermorenow, and their complete solipsism.
Their career is like watching a familiar group of ne’er-do-wells slowly, stubbornly, without
any hint of desire to do so, grow up in spite of their best intentions.
To be honest, I lose interest in The Who by the time Keith Moon dies, and the albums
that have followed have bored me to shit. (I was completely floored to find out that there
had even been attempts at shows and records during The Interim, and stunned when I
found out that The Ox – the guy that was the glue that held that fuckin’ band together – had
died. As the kids now inevitably invoke: Say what?) And there are bad songs within the
cannon where I cringe, wondering, exactly, what it was they were trying to do with that
clunker. It’s not like perpetual teenagers are any more successful in their artistic efforts than
we were. About the only thing we all still approach with enthusiasm is sex and drugs.
Undeniably, Who’s Next is fantastic, an album that deserves much of the acclaim it does
receive, and only half the criticism generally leveled against it. Their earlier work, as a sort of
amphetamine-fueled white R&B band, is ass-shakingly pleasing by any reasonable measure
of musical merit. Even their personas have been copied and recycled endlessly by those of
us who like to tread the paths surrounding the Top 40 dreck of everyday life; a, “What? No!
Fuck off!” sensibility, fashion conscious, driven by Pop Culture and pills and booze and
anything else you were always told never to allow yourself to become involved with.
As artists who wore their misspent youth like a mask, how could you not love them?
They understood what it was like to not fit in, to feel alien in a world that is entirely familiar
to everyone else, to want to know more than what you are being told, to call into question all
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of the big mysteries of The Universe while being naïve enough to think you could get
answers someday. As they were constantly mining their own experiences as teens in an
effort to remain relevant in a consistently fickle music marketplace, we are trying to bridge
the gap between our own experiences and theirs in an effort to make the claim that we
understand them, and they, us. No, really.
Nowhere is the gap simultaneously wider and narrower than in Quadrophenia, Pete
Townsend’s rock opera based on his experiences as a Mod Teen, going to shows, taking
pills, trying to keep step with the changing styles, spending time with his friends, and trying
to get laid. Not only did The Who perform these songs live, for audiences – often the
album in nearly its entirety – but a note-perfect film retells the story, too, which works as an
excellent companion piece to the record. While the main character of the story is said to be
Jimmy, this story is the very real story of Pete Townsend’s youth. The events are the same,
right down to the acne and arguments with his parents.
Now, we as fans are in a bit of a pinch when it comes to relating to these songs. “5:15,”
their big hit single from the album, to me is a song about being fed up with the things
around you, wanting to escape it, and not knowing how to do that. The whole “being out of
my mind on pills on the train home,” might be based on something that happened to Pete
Townsend, but in order for me to relate to it, I have to depersonalize its meaning. Where
he’s taking experience and turning it into narrative, we take narrative and turn it into
metaphor.
Ultimately, this is how most music is enjoyed, but there seems to be something else
happening in Quadrophenia that makes this circumstance even more fascinating. Pete write’s
all of The Who’s songs, but Roger is the voice of the band. Pete take’s his own experiences
and crafts them in a way that is conveyed by someone else. Pete’s entire concept for the
album was to take all four members of The Who and have them represent some aspect of
Jimmy’s persona. In effect, Pete wear’s the personas of his bandmates to project the story of
his own life.
This effect is the strangest during “The Real Me,” a psychoanalyst’s wet dream, rich with
content that sets up the entire album as the lead track of the record. In this song, Jimmy
systematically goes from institution to institution – medical, familial, psychological &
religious – to ask if they can help him figure out who he might be. None of them have any
advice that’s helpful, and Jimmy suspects that this is because none of them can see The Real
Me, the Me that he is to himself.
However, it is no wonder that we don’t understand The Real Pete. His whole existence is
predicated on a band that does not know Who it is. Beyond that, he’s hiding behind Roger
– and the rest of The Who – and yet is still insisting he is telling his own story. If Pete is
concerned about us seeing him for who he is, he’s erected a number of barriers between us
and seeing the person he wants us to see. His plea to see him seems disingenuous, in a way.
And in this lies the brilliance of Quadrophenia, in that even this ontological reading of his
music rings true with regards to our experiences as teenagers. We construct these realities
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and these identities to hide behind in an effort to simultaneously explore and protect us
from the horrors that we encounter as we grow up.
This effect is amplified even more in “The Punk and The Godfather.” Jimmy, Pete’s instory analogue, goes to see The Who, where his experience meeting the band after the show
sours him on Rock ‘n’ Roll, to the point where he puts it on par with Church and Parents,
another institution he can no longer trust. Obviously, when this happened to Pete, it was
while watching some other band, and yet the implications of replacing this with himself
raises an interesting question: are we meant to suspect that Jimmy, unlike Pete, lost faith in
Rock ‘n’ Roll, and thus never starts a band?
Perhaps Pete is merely making a joke about losing faith in himself as a songwriter, that
even Jimmy could not find inspiration in “My Generation.” But there is an interesting
trajectory that is followed here: Pete has this experience with a band snubbing him, writes a
song about it, gives it to Roger to sing, and makes both ends of the experience (fan and
band) relate it back to the image of The Who. There is a certain amount of self-analysis
that’s so very teenage that it seems simultaneously accidental and intentional, the most
brilliant joke ever made and exactly something a teenager finds clever.
Unlike Who’s Next, I can’t say I love all of Quadrophenia. But the songs that I do love
speak so much to the heart of my own conundrums as a detective and a writer that it is hard
to ignore as part of my own influences. Before The Interim, when I was releasing ‘zines on
a much more consistent schedule, I used so many personas and names and cobbled-together
backstories that it became more work to keep track of that part of the story than it was to
keep track of the story that the character of myself was supposed to be writing. Somehow, I
had internalized this wearing of masks notion to a degree unprecedented, and while some of
it almost works as an abstract (and layered) satire of writing under pen names, the juvenilia
of it all seems so completely mired in a teen perspective that I can’t see some of the
theoretical points I might have been making, if any.
But, like Pete, I struggle with the issue of Realness more than anything. I’ve been
apprehensive about producing ‘zines ever since I lost those ten years, because part of me
fears that I will never be able to capture the magic that I was able to create with the right
combination of exuberance, caffeine, late night melancholia and horniness that I was so
easily able to conjure up when I was young. There was a quality to the naïve sincerity that I
could exude earnestness, something I’m not sure I can capture as easily now.
There is also the issue of the chasm between the me that comes across on the page, and
the me that lives inside this body, the me that listens to The Who, and the me that feels this
artificial construction speak to something that I have trouble putting into human language.
The Me that you read is not, and cannot be, The Real Me, no matter how honest I want that
to be the case. It is this chasm between author and representation that, whenever I hear
Quadrophenia, that I feel I can relate to the most.
But how can I prove that without just putting on the fuckin’ record and rocking the fuck
out?
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Canadoise
(a work in progress)
by Matt Orefice
This is a story about our narrator,
And his acquaintance, Molfons,
And his acquaintance, Leroy
1 Lissen to Directions
And…. The soft caress of a… is it an animal? made me shake my head in my sleep. A
beard? Have I grown a beard? I put my hands in my pockets to fetch a mirror. There’s no
mirror there. My hands are feeling for it. Not in the front pockets. Not in the back pockets.
There’s no pockets. Leaning forward, having to yawn, I come face to face with it: it’s an
animal all right, hairy and wide. Why’s this here? What’s this doing here? And me? Why am I
here next to this? I pull my hands up to push myself up…. I’m laying… in a bed. I feel my
face – there’s no hair there. It must’ve been the wide animal. I pull a hair out of my mouth.
Did my lips pull it off, or did it fall into my mouth? I reach for my mirror. There’s no
mirror there. There’s not even pockets. Why is this so complicated? There’s no mirror in my
pockets anyway. And the pockets are in the pants. There’s no pants on me. You’ve got to be
kidding me. The least you could do.
The wide animal hisses, the wide animal hisses again. A hot oil sound. Is it in double or
are my ears acting fuddy? Oh wait a minute, now, it’s two animals, hairy and wide animals.
And what do you do with that? What do you do with that.
5 Baldy and the Boobs
Waiting here for Leroy. No good slacks, had to worm into a cold pair of corduroys, torn
at the ass. Nice it isn’t raining very hard.
Let’s, uh, let’s go straight to him. Foot to the well, spit down into the well, walk away
from the well. Would push an angel-haired boy of nine in there, but spitting’s just as good,
methinks. Going straight to him, from a wall, brown bricks, a wall in a slum. I dreamt about
this slum, some time ago. Nobody had any good ideas then, either. It’s just as it were…. It is
just as it was, as it were.
I got a can of peanuts, thinking of a glass jar of peanut shells. I’m comparing them in my
head, if one’s worth more than the other. Of course it is. A glass jar’s got more use, than a
can of peanuts. Doesn’t it? Can’t you use it for something else?
Collecting things, thinking of collecting things. That’s the same thing.
Let’s just… let’s get it straight, then. He comes, we’re waving at each other, say “hello,
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hello there”, walk away and he gets it. He falls, he’s bleeding, he squirms a bit, maybe I kick
him in the head? Maybe I kick him in the head right when he goes down?
What’s better?
Is it Ada’s fault I’m here, asking myself if it’s Ada’s fault I’m here? I put a finger in my
belt loop, pull it up, pull my pants up a smidge. Is it Ada’s fault? Is it really? I put the finger
back to my belt loop, move it up and against my belly. There it is… right where we left it.
There’s the belly. A belly’s lots and lots like a lady’s breast, just that it’s a large one, growing
all around you.
What’s in it? No one knows… no one knows. I could love to hear it when an icicle drops
right into someone’s eye, sometimes I hear a snap and a splop, and I think that’s what it is,
and so when I rub my guts I hope nobody is looking, or maybe they are looking, or maybe
they’re hoping to catch me rubbing my guts.
Fizzling their teeth, spit’s bubbles, teeny tiny bubbles, leaning in a corner and feeling
around in their pockets.
6 Killer of Kittens
Hobos… collect mealworms in the forest. Crosseyed kitten watching. Cops find suitcase
full of stomachs. Send one to a lab. Waiting for results, investigate a homeless camp. Why in
a black hole is the event horizon a definite boundary, and not a gradual fade/dissolve? What
does this say about gravity?
“Listen, kid, I’ll tell you this.” He spits, and it doesn’t make it past his lips, gets caught in
there, in all that spiky skin. “My mother’s having some people over. You simply must go.
You simply must.” He snorts again. Why does it sound like he’s whistling through his
teeth…..? It’s then we notice that he is wearing shoulder pads beneath his jacket.
Laughing, we ask, “Your mother? You want us to go to your mother’s? For a party?”
He’s serious. “I’m serious,” he says. “This isn’t something funny you can laugh at, and
here you are laughing at it. I expect you to be respectful. I expect you to wise up.” He speaks
uncomfortably. “You know where she lives?”
“Why would I know that?”
“I don’t know.” He’s not listening anyway. “I don’t know.”
It’s gravel on the ground and it makes noises even when you’re trying to stand still on it.
“Water’s warm,” he says as he drinks.
There will be a party tonight. We’ll go. We’ll go and we’ll not like it. Not a wee bit. We are
not a party parson.
Hobos collect mealworms in the… parking lot, with gravel. They stoop and crawl on
their fingerless gloves. When they find one they really whoop it up. It’s a joy thing. It takes
guts to eat those. Sometimes they don’t come out of you afterwards. One guy, he’s been
eating them for weeks and hasn’t passed a single one. Wonder where they go? Wonder if
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he’s maybe lying about eating them? He lifts his shirt up and you can see his mound of
stomach hanging over his pants. He puts a hand just above his hairy belly button. When he
does, the skin below, on his gut, jiggles.
Is it a trick?

Hashtag “Office Life”
Offense #1: “Quick Question: blah blah blah blah blah.”
If you’ve ever worked in an office environment for any reason, you probably hear a
variation on the above offense fairly often. While this sounds nitpicky – and far be it for me
to get on someone’s case for a linguistic tic that they have trouble correcting – but this is an
abuse that must come to an end.
No person who has ever actually said this has had a Quick Question. In fact, this is used
when The Quick Questioner is trying to monopolize someone’s time, usually a person who
has incredible demands on their time. Rather than go through the process of requesting to
meet with said busy person, The Quick Questioner will ambush the busy person they want
to talk to, regardless of how late everyone will be getting to their next appointment.
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The behavior is particularly frustrating when you consider that the person who is busy has
a very specific process for getting time on their calendar. Using the “Quick Question”
wedge not only says to the person you’re talking to, “I can’t be bothered to follow procedure
or policy in the particular case, so I’m just going to be rude and trample the precious few
moments you have right now.” It also suggests that the idea you’re discussing is not very
well thought out, if you are jumping on the opportunity to talk just because the two of you
are in the same room. Making arrangements to meet and discuss an issue not only gives The
Quick Questioner an opportunity to think it through, but to find the best way to present the
idea, document it, bring notes with you, and actually get the most out of a conversation.
I have heard one defense from the Quick Questioner with regards to why this is
acceptable practice: “You’re right here, and I won’t have time later.” This is patently not
true, and quite ironic considering the person you’re talking to. Everyone is busy, and
everyone has incredible demands on their time. You know full well that your Quick
Question will turn into a longer conversation, and you know that nothing will get resolved
by having a conversation in the hallway. The use of phrases like this are not actual questions
that convey what you hope to get at, but are masked ways to say, “I don’t really value your
time and I have lots, so I just want seem important taking up your valuable time.”
It’s not cool, dude.
My suggestion: “Do you have time to talk right now?” or “Are you free for a conversation
right now?” Not only does this honestly get at the heart of the matter – that you want to
have a conversation that might be a little longer than a “quick” one – but it offers a chance
for the person you are addressing to say, “No, sorry. Why don’t you set an appointment like
a gentleman?” Which is what you really should do in the first place.
Offense #2: “I just don’t read my e-mail.” (when that is part of your job)
In any office that operates in the modern age, we depend on e-mail to keep in touch. It’s
really the only way to disseminate information quickly, and offers people a chance to have a
digital record of this communication for future reference. There are very few e-mail services
that don’t offer a chance to stay organized and keep everything secure, and most of the
popular ones are so customizable and built toward the idea of easy organization, the only
reason not to stay on top of your e-mail is when you willfully choose not to. Filters and
other features make e-mail more useful now than it ever was before.
However, before I get too far off topic, this is not an indictment of people who have a
personal relationship with e-mail. If you are not in an office, not working a job where it is
required, and only use e-mail in your personal life, then none of this applies. Please, make
up your own rules about how people can communicate with you, and ignore these. But if
your job requires you to communicate with your coworkers, and e-mail is the primary
communication tool you use at work, then I’m aiming this directly at you.
Like, for example, people who ignore their e-mail, brag about having not read it, and yet
want to benefit from all the opportunities that come from e-mail. In one case, where the
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future of a paycheck was on the line, I heard one person say, “I appreciate that people call
when I don’t respond; I never respond to my e-mail as a rule of thumb.”
At meetings, there is a bit of a Big Cock contest when it comes to how much unanswered
e-mail people have. I’ve heard people say, things like, “I haven’t answer my messages in
weeks,” as something to brag about. In fact, on more than one occasion, I have heard
management say to their staff, “Well, that’s your problem. You sent an e-mail; why would
anyone read that?”
This kind of thinking is not only just rude, but reveals that you just do not care about
your co-workers or your job. Usually, as a piece of advice, I like to remind people that they
shouldn’t be openly admitting that they don’t care enough about their job to give it the
attention it needs. Not that I have some sort of incredible work ethic that people should live
up to. At every opportunity I ignore responsibility, and I haven’t felt that any boss that’s
ever hired me has been worth the dedication they ask of me.
More than the behavior just being rude, it stands to reason that you shouldn’t admit stuff
like that for the sake of your own dignity. There are few things that we use to measure
people in the modern age, and as standards for everything drop to the ground like the
pajamas that people wear to handle their grocery shopping, it seems fair that you would want
to present yourself as someone who at least cares about the work they do. The last thing
you want to brag about is being bad at everything people ask you to do, and while at your
job, being a good communicator is part of how we see you. Please, don’t be a dick.
Offense #3: “Well, I never got the message…”
Bullshit.
Bullshit, bullshit, bullshit.
If there is one lie we tell constantly in the modern world, it is that we regularly lie to
everyone – ourselves included – about how we didn’t get the message. Because, and I know
this is hard to admit, we all got the message. ALL OF US. It is, in fact, so hard to NOT get
a message in 2016 that unless you don’t want to receive the message, it will find a way to
you. There wasn’t an Inter-Web-A-Tron outage covering the entire globe. It’s not that you
haven’t been near a computer. It isn’t that your phone was on the fritz. You got the
message. It scrolled across your screen. You quickly evaluated it, and decided that you
didn’t want to respond, and so you didn’t.
We know what you mean when you say you never got the message. Because we all do it.
There is one acceptable excuse for not returning a message: you don’t want to return the
message.
That’s it.
And, that says a lot about what kind of person you are. Again, this isn’t to criticize you
for choosing how people communicate with you, and it isn’t even a condemnation of those
who did make the decision not to respond. There are hundreds of messages I never return,
and I make that choice all the time. But, the difference is, when someone asks me if I got
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the message, I have to say, “Yes, I did. And it’s not a priority for me, so I didn’t respond.”
Yes, that is hard for some people to hear. But the problem for me is that I take messages
very seriously. If something relates to my job, if it is my responsibility, if it is something that
I have promised to care for, I will respond. Immediately, in nearly all cases. If a message I
get is not relevant to my job or my life, you can be sure I ignore it. Now, I’m sure the
people who I’ve chosen to ignore feel bad. I’m sorry. But you don’t pay me. If you want
me to prioritize your messages, we need to have a different conversation first.
If your job requires you to stay on top of your messages, and you don’t, then you are part
of the reason that office life is unbearable. It’s very simple: return your e-mail. Respond to
your messages. Call people back. Promptly. Don’t try to tell me that you didn’t get it. You
did. I know you did.
The reason I know is that you got it and didn’t respond to my e-mail is the same reason I
don’t respond to spam. At some point, you decided that the rest of the world is spam, in
spite of the fact that your coworkers are not.
For the sake of all of us who sometimes find themselves doing something they don’t want
to do, please, just tell the truth. I’ll respect you more if we just give up this one lie.
******

The new cast of Justice League Avengers

Super-Cinema:
The DC vs. Marvel Debate Continues
Growing up as a nerdy kid who became obsessed with comics (once I discovered them), I
would have lost my mind were I to find out that Hollywood was going to become
dominated by incredible Fantasy, Sci-Fi and Superhero films by the year 2010. Looking
back, it’s easy to see how this happened with the sharp focus that hindsight offers. But if
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you were to tell me that there would be a bunch of really amazing movies being made with
properties that I was actually invested in, I wouldn’t have believed you no matter what kind
of futuristic device you used to tell this to me.
Particularly impressive has been the DC & Marvel movies, green characters
notwithstanding. (Poor Hulk & Green Lantern.) Aside from the odd Batman or Superman
movie here and there, very few characters were ever able to make the leap from the pages of
comics to any kind of screen when I was growing up. Most of the ones that were made were
comical attempts at best, and it was pretty embarrassing when stuff like The Shadow or The
Phantom were being released in the ‘90’s, only to have to explain to people that the comics
really were great when the films would completely bomb.
The problem has been that, even as the quality improves, properties that I care about
keep missing their chance, in very big ways. While The Avengers was fantastic, Watchmen was
only really mediocre. Hellboy was fine but veered quite a way off the mark compared to the
source material. Iron Man might be the best superhero movie of the last couple decades, but
unless you want to look at the animated films, DC has flubbed everything in recent years.
Admittedly, Superman has never been my favorite character, but this modern version of
him was getting some positive hype before Man of Steel was out, and I was perfectly fine with
spending a night indulging in something that might be worth reminiscing through, at worst. I
lowered my expectations accordingly, pounded a few drinks before going in, and resigned
myself to enjoying some popcorn. However, by the time Dawn of Justice came out earlier this
year, it was not only clear to me that DC has no idea why the Marvel movies did so well, but
doesn’t seem to get why people like Superman, for that matter.
Which is odd, because the pervious screen versions of Supes – the first two Donner films
from the late ‘70’s – are incredibly well-loved by people outside of comic books. (Footnote:
Yes, Donner was not exactly the director of Superman II as it was seen in the theaters, but
now that The Richard Donner Cut is available, it is, to this viewer, the definitive version of
that film.) Christopher Reeves version of the character – and the comic-book charm that
the story delivers – is the perfect balance between action and adventure that make those
stories fun. Sure, there have been plenty of properties that have sprung up since those first
two films, but they are all being measured against these source documents.
Similar to the way you can compare Star Trek: Into Darkness with the best classic Trek film,
Man of Steel and Dawn of Justice both borrow heavily from the Donner-era movies that worked
so well, and in the case of the later, nearly every iteration of Batman is thrown in too, for
good measure. It isn’t that these new films are not true to the source material; there’s a
variety of comics stories that are being mined for these movies, delving deep into some
obscure areas of the mythology for the Krypton scenes, and providing a fair amount of fan
service for those who really know both Superman and Batman in the new movie. Man of
Steel, essentially, is trying to give us a realistic presentation of the fallout that would occur
from actual superhero violence, while Dawn of Justice is entirely built around the one scene
where you get Wonder Woman, Batman and Superman on screen together. There are so
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many references to well-known DC cannon that it seems to be sparking fan interest. Both
Man of Steel and Dawn of Justice did great in the theaters, and like Marvel had done previously,
DC intends to do this with their entire line of films that are coming out soon.
What is fascinating to me, though, is that these films don’t seem to understand what they
are trying to do at different parts of the story. At the center of these films are the very old
commercial property origin stories that have been told and re-told endlessly. The smart play
would be to find a small story, get a small production crew together, hire some new writers
and directors, and see if you can do something different with these over-exposed characters.
(We’ve seen their origins, there have been whole TV Shows about them. Let’s see
something new, maybe?) Instead, Warner brings in a director who has bombed with nearly
all his films thus far, AND they gave him free reign to move forward with the understanding
that he was going to bring us the first screen version of The Justice League.
Bad, I say? Yes, because – and let’s be honest, now – Zach Snyder doesn’t seem to know
what he’s doing in movies. 300, Watchmen and Sucker Punch were all panned and pretty
universally acknowledged as bad. While I tried very hard to defend Watchmen only because
of my devotion to the comic, I have to admit that it was not nearly as good as I have
previously argued. (Still, not as terrible as others have suggested, but still. I understand why
people think it sucks.) When it comes to Snyder, it was completely reasonable to suggest
that his next film, regardless of what it might be, was going to be awful. Or, only enjoyed by
the few Snyder-heads who find his vision of film to be compelling, if not good.
Snyder seems to have a blind spot for directing, and the look of these movies is not
appealing. CGI-infused to the nth degree, with performances that are not necessarily
exciting or compelling, there is a sort of manic confusion that underscores every inch of
these movies. During the action segments, it is sometimes hard to track what is actually
happening. There are no indicators that express when we are in or out of a flashback. Jokes
land flat, and are rarely that funny. Normal people are supposed to be in peril, and yet the
focus is on Superman & Batman only, something that is even more pointedly confusing in
Dawn of Justice, as the supposed through-line is that Batman is mad that Superman doesn’t
care about normal people. Motivations are confusing in both films, references are dropped
that are somewhat irrelevant even if they are caught, and the texture of the DC Universe – as
seen in film – is so grim and dark that I can’t imagine an entire franchise based on this.
And yet, for some reason, these films have been successful in the theaters. Man of Steel
did so well that Warner immediately invested in launching a series of films, and Dawn of
Justice broke further records, in spite of critics (like me) being puzzled and confused. Even in
spite of the largest concern – the grimness – Warner ignored the criticism entirely and
doubled down on Suicide Squad, all of this in a seeming response to how huge Deadpool was in
the movie market. Just based on the first three films in their shared cinematic universe, one
would think that DC only cranks out morose, depressing comics full of dark, brooding
characters that only the most ardent Avenged Sevenfold fans would enjoy.
Looking at DC’s history, it makes sense that they are eager to follow in Marvel’s
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footsteps. Both companies have used each other as a measuring stick for where they should
go next. If one is successful in one area, the other tends to try and follow… while
simultaneously adding their own spin on the trend. These two companies originally defined
what the word “superhero” means to the Mainstream world around us, and as the two major
competitors in this genre, they have a real Coke vs. Pepsi rivalry that is always motivating
company-wide decisions.
DC, for decades, led in terms of sales, delivering the best of the Golden and Silver Age
books that were being published for the first 20+ years of comics’ history. This shifted in
1961 when Marvel’s powerhouse team of Stan Lee, Jack Kirby & Steve Ditko – among
others that resided in the infamous bullpen – took over, and began publishing books that
spoke more to the era and the sensibility of young readers. Marvel quickly pulled into the
lead, and their books at the time were just plain better, hands down.
DC struggled through the ‘70’s to keep pace with a company that clearly had better artists
and spoke to a younger market, taking a number of chances throughout the late ‘70’s and
early ‘80’s to stay competitive. This led to 1985, where a few things hit the shelves in fairly
rapid succession: Crisis On Infinite Earths, The Dark Knight Returns, and the original Watchmen
run. Suddenly, DC was on top again, setting the stage for the massive comics boom of the
‘90’s, where both the reader and collector markets exploded all across the country. Marvel
quickly caught back up, as their X-Men line began to sell tremendously, thanks to
Claremont’s run. Ever since, there has been a back and forth between the two companies
where one would slightly edge out the other, then back again. All the while, they collectively
represented 80% of all comics published in the US, a relationship that continues, even in the
era where Disney and Time Warner are essentially calling the shots now.
Point being, what is happening with comic book films has already played out with the
actual comics that have been published, for decades. Where DC managed to gain some early
hits with filmed versions of their characters, it took the innovation of Marvel to suggest that
the seed of a shared universe could be planted in all the films they produce, in the same way
their comics already do this. DC has been slow to internalize this notion, but in their
defense, their production schedule has been slower from the beginning. Man of Steel is the
first movie DC has made that even acknowledged the other properties. (There’s a brief shot
of a Wayne Industries logo in Man of Steel, setting up Dawn of Justice, et al.)
If cable TV shows have taught us anything, it’s that large, sprawling mythologies that
unite characters with a shared universe is actually really popular with viewers, and that if you
want to save the flailing film industry, giving people a reason to go and see the next part of
the story is a sure-fire way to do it. I’m not exactly dead-set on a DC’s current vision, and I
have long since thought that to be successful, DC should do a film version of the Giffen /
DeMatteis run on Justice League from the late ‘80’s and early ‘90’s. (It was a comedic book
then, and I could see a few Patton Oswalt types scripting something that would not only
capture that spirit, but eliminate some of the grimness that they’ve become dependent on
lately.)
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I guess what I’m saying is that, like comics themselves, these films have not yet found a
way to mature. There is a richness to the way that comics can be written now, and even
within superhero stories, there’s a theme that can be added that is not limited to one mode
of action/adventure. (The CW TV Shows have certainly managed to prove that.) I would
love to see a richness get added to these kinds of films, where you are apparently getting a
company-wide vision without much nuance from film to film. What makes superhero
fiction great is not only the huge action sequences – though those are nice, too. The sense
that there is a shared continuity, where a multitude of story types can each pop up and relate
to each other without having to maintain a single consistent tone is what keeps people
coming back to a continuing story.
Man of Steel was, admittedly, successful in that it hit the nail on the head in terms of what
it is like to be an awkward, nerdy kid. When I told Suzanne that I almost got a little weepy
watching, she immediately pointed to the moment when Clark Kent’s adoptive father,
Jonathan, passes away. (I don’t consider this a spoiler, as this happens in the ‘70’s movies,
too.)
However, that scene did very little for me, as I was still blown away by the subtler aspects
of his youth. The isolation you feel when you are not like those around you can feel almost
terminal at times, and the moments of Clark being bullied, of having dysfunctional
relationships with everyone around him, of trying to hide something that you feel is a huge
part of who you are, and yet knowing that you shouldn’t share it with just anyone – these
elements hit very close to home for those of us who spent our lives being unpopular and
picked on relentlessly. If there was element of any of the DC films that actually connected
with their audiences, it was this component of Superman’s backstory.
And, sadly, that was it. There are so few moments in the rest of the DC films that even
come close to evoking emotion of any kind, save for that of seeing something larger than life
in front of you. (And even that is a sort of flat experience, as, “well, that was something,
wasn’t it?”)
If Man of Steel was our introduction to this world – where there’s a few emotional beats
but everything is largely flat, Dawn of Justice seems to be saying, “and this is what this world
will be like, from here on out.” All spectacle, with almost no pathos. Even the Superman /
Lois sex scene is so devoid of sensuality and eroticism that it is sort of hard to watch, and
seems more about the – ahem – bigness of the body than the sexiness of the act itself.
All in all, superheroes are about the spectacle, and DC seems to want to deliver that
above nearly all else, at least when seen side-by-side with the Marvel films. But the general
glut of these movies is what really seems to be turning me off. These barely even crack my
top 20 in terms of my favorites, and even the best of them don’t carry any kind of rewatchability for me. In a way, these are perfect pop cinema, the likes of which we haven’t
seen much of before, and won’t again after a single viewing.
These films harken to serials, dependent on you seeing (and paying for them) at least
once, but otherwise indifferent to what we want as viewers.
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The Office Dick:
Making Music
1. Radio Oracle.
It is occasionally surprising how hard it is to find a place to sit and collect your thoughts
when you are on the road. There are already a hundred things that can go wrong when you
leave the house anyway, and the negotiations you have to make with the outside world can
often be bewildering and tedious, full of finding places to store your things, people who can
connect you with the resources you’re looking for, and when all is said and done, find a
warm dry place to curl up for a few hours to keep the crazy at bay. And yet, missing among
all of this (no matter where you go) is the constant problem of needing to find a place to go
when you want to be by yourself. Where can you go to do that if not back to your own
home?
It’s the problem Odysseus tried to solve all those years ago, and one I have no firmer
grasp upon all these years later. However, there are times when you are still several days
away, and you’ve exhausted the kindness and beer of all your friends, and you find yourself
wandering, trying to seek out the place you can next intrude upon, if for even the briefest
attempt to find out what to do next. This is its own challenge unto itself, a journey that
could be an epic told in several parts. But invariably it comes down to what music was
playing, and what you can draw from it. Not only can the sound be as enticing as it is
valuable in creating a sense of comfort and security in a place that could be otherwise jarring,
it can be a fantastic social barometer when attempting to make sense of a new locale, and
weather you should stick around for a bit.
Depending on where you wind up, this can take some time. As I was on my way back to
the Office – and, to a degree, Suzanne, who would hopefully have a new case for me – I felt
it was important to take stock of what had happened before I got home. I always find that it
is important to get your story straight before you have to start explaining yourself to
anyone. Once you get home, there are always questions. What have you been up to? Why
did you spend so much money? Are you going to take a shower, or
stink like that the rest of the day? Where are you going again so
quickly? You just got home… It has always felt more comfortable
to take an extra day or two in getting back, so you can really reflect
on the trip you took. It helps replenish your magic, and gives you a
chance to sleep 16 hours straight somewhere remote. This has, on
occasion, led to other trips I often need to recover from too, but
even in these cases I have felt that the effort was well spent. Many
joke about needing a vacation from their vacation, but I have found
few who take that point as seriously as they should.
This is how, of all places, I came to find myself wandering around
St. John’s, only a few miles from home but close enough to make
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me start to consider other exotic locales before closing the last 50 miles. It was still a bit too
early for the average Joe to consider having a cocktail, but most of the local drunks had
already been at it for a few hours, and some of the more athletic consumers of liquor were
about to prepare for a bit of a nap before they continued with their favorite pastime. The
occasional postman, delivery truck, or cigarette-breaking dishwasher dotted my landscape,
but otherwise the area was clear of the usual hipsters and young drunks-in-training that were
typical outside of the 9 to 5 veneer this strip had become known for.
I had a few itches to scratch as I was wondering around that morning. I had some notes I
wanted to jot down about the case I just wrapped up, before I became distracted with
unpacking and returning all the calls that I had ignored when I was out of town. The day
was already getting on and I still hadn’t had any coffee, bourbon or food, and all three were
swimming around in my mind, looking for a bassline to help root it in the real world. It
wouldn’t hurt to invest a little duty now for the future, and roll up a few smokes, top off the
flask, and review the contents of my satchel. It seems that, no matter how well I pack, I
inevitably lose something, and It might be good to get back to the status quo before my next
outing.
It wouldn’t hurt if there was a little visual stimuli, either.
A variety of factors were present in a few of the places I passed, and part of me wondered
if I could wander for the entire day, if waiting until I could really find the perfect place was
the way to go, but in the end I settled on a relatively empty bar called Slim’s that had a
decent menu and an even more decent bartender who seemed to be as aware of her own
assets as the other men in the bar were, too.
I’d been drawn in by the sound of a radio that offered my mind something to sink into,
and I felt as if I was about to have something revealed to me if I were just patient. I grabbed
a seat out of the way and arranged myself in a manner that could not only make a quick exit
if need be, but gave me a good sense of the entire place without having to turn around.
Curves That Wouldn’t Stop asked if there was anything she could get me, but I
compromised my own morals and asked for a shot of something strop, a cup of something
hot, and a glass of something beer, adding that I might be able to come up with a few other
things if she let me sit back and watch for a bit. She obliged and I feigned looking at the
menu while I took in my surroundings.
A pair of older men were humping a video poker machine and Elvira’s Scared Stiff
Pinball in concert with each other, whacking at buttons and pulling levers in comical displays
of misplaced dignity. Each of them was huffing and puffing, talking to themselves, each
other, and our Hostess Honeypot.
Almost in an effort to outdo the barflies themselves, the thirst of the bar seemed
insatiable, and as Suggestive Smile slinked around filling napkin dispensers, bending over to
replace empty bottles, and finding new reasons to stretch, raise a leg, and occasionally adjust
herself to reveal a little more chest each time, the thirst rose in me.
There was an ancient staleness around us, years and years of spilled beer and indoor
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smoking. Of smoldering cigars and desperation, or moments when pure romantic joy
transpired all over the walls and carpet, and of the countless “fucks” and “cunts” that were
uttered by those with less couth. The bar felt like a worn spot, like a scab that was mostly
(but not quite) healed, and where some sort of spirit infection was trying to take hold, but
failed constantly. I could tell that what little reserves I had left were not available for even a
basic spell here, as if it was a black hole, where emotions are drained one glass at a time. The
carpets were woven with this narrative, coming apart at the edges and the seams, trying not
to let the stains of its own confusion speak any louder than it did when it was once new.
“I know there’s an Answer,” sang the radio at me.
When I’d taken in enough of the view to tide me over for a few more weeks, I motioned
for a pair of eggs and a few accoutrements for them. She quickly called out the order and
freshened up my coffee and my fantasies with her walk, and I pulled out an index card and
began to take notes.
There always seemed to be so much left to be said, that no matter how much I say up
front, there is still and endless gulf. I jotted down the highlights of the previous case (a
kidnapping that was as ugly as it was depressing). With almost no one to collect expenses
from and no end of hassles that fell in my lap, I had to slink away and lick my wounds.
Still, I used the excuse to meet up with a few friends in the area and burn through even
more of my savings, so that at least I could feel as if I’d done something useful with the
time. It took my mind off the body count and the hole in my heart that it had caused me,
and while I was working hard to fill it with something, I had a feeling that the best thing to
do was to consider that part of my life closed, so I could move on.
I pocketed the card once I’d gotten a good outline down for the case file later, and dug
into something fried and distracting.
“Found his wheel and nature scene / quenched his thirst the way it had never been,”
continued the radio.
I tried to imagine what things were like before, but I was already so immersed in this new
life that my days as anything else felt distant and unfathomable. I started using the name
Dexter Roland only because it felt appropriate; the old name was of that other life, full of
disappointing jobs and women and compromises and coming home to an empty apartment,
filling my time with re-runs of whatever’s clever, trying to find the least depressing porn to
peruse before bed, passing the time with school and intellectual pursuits.
Taking on work as a detective not only gave me hope, but a new life, in many ways.
Sure, I was in a different shitty place, and the problems hadn’t really changed, but at least
in this line of work, when the case was closed, the case was closed. You could move on and
know that you were trying to help, that finding answers - even unsatisfying ones - can
sometimes make all the difference.
At least, I would tell myself that after a cigarette to reflect on, just before sleep.
My secretary was a girl named Suzanne, who I had worked with in an office who went
from secretary, to suspect, to femme fatale, and then partner, all within a fairly short period
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of time. Suzanne was easy on the eyes, smart as a whip, quick on the wit, and the backbone
of my new office in a number of ways. Tall, brunette, stacked, and stubborn, I depended on
her to handle the day-to-day operations, client intake, and act as an outboard brain. While
the tension between us has made it clear that we are each one bad-day away from caving in
and sleeping with the other, we had thus-far avoided it, which has only strengthened our
relationship as partners, for now anyway. I pay her better than I pay myself in and effort not
to seem creepy, but in a way it merely emphasizes our relationship.
Suzanne was just young enough to make me feel completely out of touch with everything,
and at the same time absolutely devastating as an attractive woman in the modern
world. College educated and able to pursue a number of careers if she wanted to, our time
together in The Office set the tone for this new life. She was given a blank check to run the
business in my name, provided I took all the chances, risked all the injury, grew to become
the ire of our clients, and was expected to take care of her after a hard day’s investigation.
As I tried to pull my head together I gave her a buzz. Our office was located South of
where anyone remotely cool every opted to make their home considering the metropolitan
area I usually patrolled, which saved us money and allowed me to string her on that we were
better off than we were. She dubbed the place The Southernmost Outpost, and while I was
operating under my new name for reasons that are really only clear to me, we were off the
beaten path enough that we were able to outfit the office with a number of amenities with
the money saved; fortunate in my case, as I lived in one room in the back. To keep her even
more dedicated, I paid part of her rent and some of her utilities, with the agreement that I
could also use her place when things got really bad for me at The Office.
I took a pull of my bourbon and dialed.
“Detective Dexter Roland, Private Investigator. How can I help you?” she said, and like
every time I heard her voice, I was reminded why it was a good idea to hire her.
“Is there any way you could help me find some sweet young thing to run away with
forever? Something in a brunette who can handle herself?”
“No chance in hell. Now do I have to call the police, or are you gonna stop making these
obscene calls?” she countered.
“I’ll play nice, Suze. How’s tricks?”
“Our Water Bill went up.”
“Fine, thanks. And you?”
“$10 a month.”
“That’s great. I’m glad everything’s turning up Milhouse.”
“I just need you to approve me for a slightly higher budget and we’ll be fine.”
“It would be a lot more fun if you would let me flirt with you more.”
“I just might let you if you’d take care of business up front.”
“I assume you’ve already forged my signature to make that happen?”
“I just wanted to ask you first before I processed it.”
I sighed.
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“What?”
“Oh, nothing. I just woke up. I haven’t even had coffee, and I’m just starting on my first
bourbon.”
“My heart bleeds small violins for you.”
“Fine, it’s actually good timing, because the case is closed.”
“Really?” There was the slightest pause. “And the 3K Mrs. Ferguson – ”
I cut her off. “Sorry. Everyone’s in jail or dead; there’s no one to bill.”
“Oh.” She clicked a pen on the other end and I heard some scribbling.
“On the plus side, I think I have enough in my pocket to get back to The Office.”
“I’m happy for us?”
“It means you don’t have to wire me any money yet.”
“Isn’t that a relief.”
“I’ll be happy to get back, and change. I feel like I’ve been wearing the same suit for a
week.”
There was a pause. “Oh,” she said, finally.
“Huh? What was that?”
“Nothing.”
“Come on, what was it?”
“How desperate are you to get back?”
“It depends on how much of a delay it might be.”
“Well…”
“Please, quit beating around the bush.”
“It’s just that there’s this record store on the way back.”
My breathing stopped. I could feel a little magic welling up in me. Music. The source.
“Record store?”
“Yeah. Maybe you’ve heard of it? ‘You Spin Me Right Round Records.’ ”
Had I heard of it? I stared at Bedroom Eyes and my breathing quickened.
“You want me to go to a record store?”
“Yes, I want you to pick up the new Lana del Rey disc for me.”
“Should I pretend I know who that is, or would it be funnier if I pulled a parental line,
and asked for The Lana Del Rays?”
She clicked her tongue. “I’m only partially kidding, you know.”
“And I have to guess on which part?”
“It’s a case. And they want to pay you. And considering what happened with Mrs
Ferguson – ”
“Really? An actual Money-in-The-Bank Case?”
“Yeah. A Dangerfield wants to meet you.”
I snorted. “I get it. You’ve got no respect for me, do you?”
She sighed again. “Miles Dangerfield. He’s the owner. Been so for decades. And since
it’s on the way…”
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“...you want me to stop by and jump right into another case.”
“$200 a day plus expenses.”
I sighed. “But, it’s been days. You don’t want to know what I’m stained with.”
“I don’t. Go shopping. Pick yourself up something new. Get a room, clean yourself up,
and go and make us some money.”
“Spoken like the wife I never had.”
“Well, if you’d take better care of yourself maybe you’d have one.”
“Ouch.”
“You know it’s true.”
“I suspect that there’s even more to that reality.”
“Yes, it’s your hygiene too. I’m texting you the address. And the name of the album.”
“Great, I’ll pretend I don’t already know exactly where it is.”
I could hear her punching in some number. “Look, he’s loaded. Even if you only get a
few days out of him for a bullshit job, that’ll make up some of the loss from Mrs. Ferguson.”
“Pushy pushy.”
“Make this one quick, and maybe I’ll let you feel me up when we’re both drunk
sometime.”
She caught me a little off guard, as Hips For Days leaned over my table to deliver another
bourbon and secure a bigger tip. “Uh…”
“What, I’m not enough of a complete stranger for you?”
“Goodbye, Suzanne,” and I hung up before any more of her offers conjured themselves
too completely in my mind. I asked for more coffee and popped into the bathroom to
splash some water on my face and process the call.
It’s not that we didn’t joke like that often. But the time away from home and the waitress
trying very hard to squeeze a few extra bucks from my libido was messing with my mind.
Part of me wanted to think that I still had it in me, that I could chat this lady up with any real
chance of success. Not only had the years gotten away from me, but could I even try to live
a life other than the one I’ve already carved out for myself?
Could I settle down? Suppose Cutie Cathy did give me the time of day beyond what she’s
showing off? Is there a city nearby where we would move to, where we’d consider adopting
a cat and get into heated discussions about curtains and where a new set of shelves should
go? Could I give up magic, setting the spell book aside, never to be tapped again? Can
either of us look each other in the eye after 15 years of routine sex and the same ten stories
being repeated ad nauseum? Who would give up first? Who would break their promise to
the other, making mistake after mistake until that inevitable day when neither of us wants to
talk to the other anymore? Which of us would be 100% content, and would try hard to
make it work every day?
Who’s afraid of the answers to those questions?
There was a kink in my neck that began driving me crazy, and as I tried to massage it
slightly, I laughed. How old are we, now? Traffic was going to be heavy as soon as the
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morning shook itself off, and the stop-start of everything only reminded me that it wasn’t
that long ago that I couldn’t drive, that I was a completely different person.
Where was that young man? He, too, an aspiring drunk, a record collector, a fashionblind man-child, confused about sex and drugs and all of the things connected to it. The
person that left home as a teen – who am I kidding, it was just as likely I was thrown out
vehemently by parents who had already forgotten what it was like to be young – that person
seems to have wandered off, seems to have gotten lost in this unforgiving world full of shitty
jobs and people who will fuck him over when someone younger and hotter came
along. Weren’t there a million men with better skills, who could remember anniversaries and
birthdays and to pick up the detergent on the way home?
Relationships and jobs: the two things that have changed the most in my life. Those early
days at my mother’s bookshop, getting paid in comics and LPs. That first factory job, where
I took advantage of every break and bit of time off I could. Who was that person, so naïve
and inexperienced? I don’t remember him as well as I’d like to, especially since The Interim,
where I lost 10 years. There are so many questions I have for him, so many mysteries that
have gone unanswered. When I see those pictures, and try to remember what life was like
for him, I’m filled with these memories that don’t feel like my own.
Given my circumstances, it made more sense to build a career for myself rather than try
and take on a job working for someone else. Every job I held, and every place I worked,
proved that the time I’d lost only accentuated the problems I already suffered from, and not
just at work. I never got along with employers anyway, and I failed to see why any of these
bullshit businesses had any right to screw over both customers and employees. Each time I
offered to work for someone else, I felt the person I used to be slowly dissipate, and my selfesteem diminish with it. I drank more, acted out more, and found so little to look forward
to. Every day, getting up to work for someone else. It takes a toll.
It was after getting a job at The Office that this new path fully revealed itself. I started as
a drone, but it didn’t take long before it was apparent that I was a bad fit. The Office – the
monolithic and imposing business that has grown to encompass nearly everywhere that isn’t
a private enterprise – was the kind of place you can get lost in, and I did, every time I went
there. After an incident that has already been documented, I transitioned to being their
Office Dick, taking internal cases. But having the upper echelons of their corporate
structure interfering only made things more difficult, and once I had a small stockpile of
cash, I rented a room, hired Suzanne, and together we started working for ourselves.
While I wasn’t sure if this was even a good idea, this worked out to our advantage, as
there was no shortage of customers that needed to pay someone to take care of something
they weren’t able to handle themselves. The difference between this kind of work and what
I was doing before may seem arbitrary; I am subject to my client’s needs and desires, and it
wasn’t like I could entirely take the high road. The work I was doing was often dirty, often
raised more suspicions than I usually like, and put me in immediate danger far more often
than I would have before. But it was my decision, and my choice.
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And it felt liberating.
For the purposes of this new life as a detective, it stood to reason that Dexter Roland
made more sense than my former name. This was a sort of inside joke, inside only to me,
that is. As a teen I wrote stories about Dexter, and it has popped into my head a number of
times over the years. When I gave myself this new name, it only seemed fitting that I would
become someone I’d written about. I usually appeared in my own fiction, and everything
else that had happened felt unreal anyway. It stood to reason that if I was not myself, it
might make things a little easier to cope with.
Business was slow at first, but Suzanne and I kept at it, and before long we started to see
an uptick in business. Initially, I had no interest in exploiting my casual interest in magic, as
it felt out of place. But as we worked harder to keep at our business, more and more cases
seemed to call for it. The rate at which it came in handy was too high to ignore, and this
only increased the number of cases we got where something “weird” was afoot. I certainly
don’t remember the world being so full of magic before The Interim, but it was certainly
very blatant in the here and now, even if they didn’t always pay off.
Usually, these kinds of cases left me broke, exhausted, and staring at some woman I can’t
and shouldn’t try to have. I may have chosen this life, but there were times like these where
I felt like I could just quit, and no one would notice. I could just wire Suzanne a severance
package and then… then…
I nodded at Heaving Chest, and doubled the tip I was going to leave. I glanced back at
the unanswered message on my phone from Suzanne, trying to forget for another moment
that there was a case on the line. How much longer could I ignore it? I wonder when the
waitress gets off work…
I stubbed out my cigarette and thumbed my phone, trading one vice for the
other. Suzanne added that I should stop by in the afternoon, and that the guy knows me,
apparently? That didn’t make sense. I didn’t doubt the message, but I couldn’t even imagine
who Dangerfield might be. Suzanne must have
been messing with me again. What I wouldn’t
give to mess with her, some night.
“All of the rock and roll DJ’s, got their fingers
on the world / Cause they play the songs that
make you and me feel so good,” sang a speaker
behind me, and as I made contact with The
Female Simulacrum again, it was clear that I had
to shit or get off of the pot. I smiled, and said,
“I hate to leave so soon, but…”
She nodded, and suddenly she was entirely
“What should we wear tonight? Sharp
closed to me, forever.
as possible!” – Thelonious Monk
I jotted down the address, and left the bar,
onto my next adventure, whatever that might be.
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As If That Weren’t Enough
midvalleymutations.com
A weekly program of Experimental Radio and
music, brought to you by KMUZ in Salem, OR.
Featuring live music, interviews, audio essays and
experimental presentations of every variety, it is the
continuation of the radio work Austin has been doing
since 1998. Back Episodes in their entirety are
available, as well as essays relating to every broad- and
podcast. This is where the weekend really begins,
every Friday at 10 PM, on kmuz.org.

Fridays, 10 PM Sharp

acronyminc.org
Since the early 2000’s, this has been the web-based
home for this and previous publications that fell under
the ACRONYM umbrella. Here you will find rough
drafts on this material, short musings, links and
reblogs, videos, and anything else that seems relevant
to your interests. If the space between these
publications is too vast, this is where you’ll want to go
to get your textual fill. “Prolix Logorrhoea, and how!”
WTBC Radio: Wanting To Be Cool In Anywhere, Anywhen
(wtbc.bandcamp.com)
Music is our bread and butter, and over the years we have
collected much of that material on this page, where you can enjoy
the fruits of our labors in a digital form. A few recommendations
we would like you to consider are The Shindig Shakedown, a digital
7” featuring work by over 80 artists. Music, video, ‘zines,
photography and even poetry, mixed with a few odds and ends,
make this two-disc set indispensable. Collect recordings by
friends, well-wishers, and great artists I’ve come to know over the
last 20 years.
Or, why not pick up The Ways of Ghosts, a Halloween Spoken
Word album read by our very own Austin Rich? This collects the
ghost stories that were written by none other than Ambrose
Bierce, and is the perfect soundtrack for those late nights in
October when you’re anticipating trick or treaters, or just to put
on for you and your friends to enjoy.
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Rummaging
At the end of the day, I am haunted by the thought that my loft storage looks like some
sort of Estate Sale that exploded. Boxes of crap and garbage, piles of documents and books
and other things that no person wants to keep anymore, myself included if I’m really honest.
Between cases and dealing with the rest of everyday life, I make efforts to go through it.
Suzanne gets on me about the potential fire hazard, and I think about the person who will
have to clean this up after me, when I die, and then I start to feel sick.
Usually, I open a box, stir the contents for a bit, then get discouraged by how much work
is ahead of me, and go to the bar.
Over 20 years of garbage, taking up space, weighing me down, and not just when I’m
trying to move.
It’s incredible how much stuff we accumulate in such a short amount of time. The kid I
remember, even he struggled with the acquisition of crap. It started with whatever came his
way, hording possessions as if they were parts of the true cross. But once I discovered
Comic Books, and as I filled boxes and boxes with them, I remember thinking that this
wouldn’t last. That someday I would be rid of this crap. Thousands of books later, carefully
preserved, all in a specific order: this was what survived The Interim. Not a bank account,
not a romance that could stand the test of time no matter how long I was gone. But the
comical story of Green Lantern, spread out over hundreds of issues, is all there, ready for me
to never enjoy again, no matter how much I loved it then.
The music I can rationalize, right? I need that for work. Writing spells is complicated
enough, but when you have to draw on music as the inspiration, how can you not look the
other way as you carry in piles of records, hundreds of CDs, boxes of tapes that you will
never listen to, all in the name of practicing magic that you probably shouldn’t be fucking
with anyway.
All of this stuff, taking up space, a barrier to your own life and the partners you always
struggle with. Suzanne gets it, asking you just to clean up a little so you’re not overwhelmed.
But I need this stuff, right? Even if you don’t like country music, so what if you don’t like
Perry Como. Add it to the pile. Sort through those shelves. Alphabetical, of course. How
else would you store them?
How else would you so carefully ignore everything else?
The stuff of our lives, the things we collect and save, obviously takes a toll on us. But
what is it about these things that is so important you can’t part with them, and yet, can’t
easily convey to others their value? What about the boxes of letters, the old essays you
wrote that you swear you will revise someday, the notebooks you and your friends filled out
at coffee one night years ago, stained, incomprehensible, full of long-forgotten references
and tid-bits about acid trips? Posters, fliers, things people handed to you. These things are
irrelevant – all of it, meaningless – and none of it will ever help you now.
You can’t sell them, you can’t find new homes for them. You can barely remember why
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they are important to you, even.
But don’t you dare get rid of any of it, do you fucking understand?!
In a haze, I picked up a banker’s box one day, and just began shredding. I didn’t look at
it. I had no idea what I was throwing out. I just shredded it all, old bills, pay-stubs, handwritten stories that I can’t remember, letters to people, and in some cases, just paper. All of
it, wasted paper, paper that is left, rotting in a box for 20 years, waiting for someone to
recover it, waiting for someone to find something useful to do with it, myself included.
And instead, I’m stuck, years later, processing this garbage for a kid I used to be, trying to
make the time I need to clean up a life I no longer lead.
So what do I do, instead?
Turn around and fill more pages. Pouring these words out, trying to process the pages
I’ve already wasted.
Hoping, wondering, where these words will wind up.
Hoping, wondering, curious if, somehow, these pages might mean something to you, too.
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